Demonstrations
Opportunities to meet new people and
find out about their skills and ideas
are often the highlight of a visit to
Woolfest.

Many stallholders will be sharing their
experience informally throughout the event but
a few, listed below, are also running specific
demonstrations at particular times.
Thank you to everyone who has offered to run
demonstrations and we hope that you enjoy
them and find them useful.
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The timetable below is the same for BOTH Friday and Saturday and we hope that you
find it useful in planning your visit.
Time

12 noon C68-C69
E97
H163
I186-188
J214-215
		
K267-268

Speed warping with Steve Wilson
A taste of broomstick crochet with Thread of Life
Dorset buttons - using yarn to make beautiful hand-made buttons with TJ Frog
Lino cutting and printing on fabric plus embroidery with Artybird Carnforth
Natural dollmaking – see how a doll is created and join in with Eta and Nico’s Woolly 		
Wonders
Decorative tapestry weaving using woven ‘stitches’ and macramé techniques in a Chilean style
with añañuca

2.00pm

E97
F112-113A
H163
I186-188
J214-215
		
J232-233

A taste of hairpin crochet (using mainly double crochet techniques) with Thread of Life
Wheel maintenance and getting to know your spinning wheel with Woodland Turnery
Learn to spin alpaca with a drop spindle with Cotswold Alpacas
Wet felting using Norwegian and Merino batts with Artybird Carnforth
Free form pictorial weaving – watch and have a go at Eta’s wall hanging techniques with Eta
and Nico’s Woolly Wonders
The genius of needlepunch with SewSister

3.00pm

I186-188
J214-215
		

Brooch-making and different finishing methods with Handmade Felt
Speed warping with Steve Wilson
How to knit faster with Anniken Allis of Yarn Addict
Wheel maintenance and getting to know your spinning wheel with Woodland Turnery
Dorset buttons - using yarn to make beautiful hand-made buttons with TJ Frog
Decorative tapestry weaving using woven ‘stitches’ and macramé techniques in a Chilean style
with añañuca
Lino Cutting and printing on fabric plus embroidery with Artybird Carnforth
Natural dollmaking – see how a doll is created and join in with Eta and Nico’s Woolly 		
Wonders

4.00pm

E97

A taste of Tunisian crochet with Thread of Life

All day

D74-75

The benefits of SAORI weaving and the unique qualities of the SAORI looms. Come and have a
go with SAORImôr
Silk paper making with inclusion – trapping real flowers and gathered objects between silk,
fleece, alpaca and other fibres with Wendy Ann Stanger
A Spinning wheel surgery with Woodland Turnery
Sit with members of the International Feltmakers Association and have a go at making
felt.
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Demonstration
Frilly felt flowers in fifteen minutes  with Handmade Felt
How to knit faster with Anniken Allis of Yarn Addict
Learn to crochet a simple flower with Cotswold Alpacas
Wet felting using Norwegian and Merino batts with Artybird Carnforth
Free form pictorial weaving – watch and have a go at Eta’s wall hanging techniques with Eta
and Nico’s Woolly Wonders
The genius of needlepunch with SewSister

forWeavers, Spinners and Dyers

Weavers, Spinners and Dyers,

Stall No.

11:00am B41-42
E97
H163
I186-188
J214-215
		
J232-233

The stalls with demonstrations are all clearly marked on the listings on pages 20 and 21 so that you can
find them more easily. We hope that this helps.
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